USS Seleya - 10001.09 

Mission Summary:  Enroute to the Bolnan system, the crew of the Seleya is making good use of the travel time to conduct a Kobayashi Maru exercise for the ship’s Second Officer, Lieutenant Commander Martin Jean.  Admiral Woodbee and her team are aboard the Seleya to conduct the test.

Host Cheryl says:
Marti:  Get your crew assignments made

CO_Jean says:
Rissa : please take OPS

CO_Jean says:
CMO : please be prepared for massive casualties

CO_Jean says:
CTO : full tactical analysis of the situation... be prepare to return fire

CO_Jean says:
CSO : please be prepared for any contingencies

CO_Jean says:
TO : Please be prepared for hand to hand combat

CO_Jean says:
ALL : Any questions ? this is a bridge test of the Kobayashi Maru

FCO_Ref says:
CO: any special assignment? and who is 2nd in command?

CO_Jean says:
FCO : it's XO_Greeves

CO_Jean says:
CNS : I will need you on the bridge

CO_Jean says:
Ens_Urk : your are CEO today

CO_Jean says:
FCO : I need you sharp as a knife today

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
OK, listen up, folks, today Neil is having a really rough time connecting...

Therefore, we're modifying our plans to run a Kobayashi Maru, with Martin Jean in command

Here's where we're starting.  We've just left Starbase 137, en route to your assignment in the Bolnan system

Admiral Woodbee is aboard to conduct the KM.  We'll assume that you've left the Seleya's bridge in capable hands

Everyone should be in the holodeck, ready to begin the KM

For today, everyone injured recently is magically healed

Everyone confined to quarters is out of quarters, back on duty ::grin::

ok.... here we go... you start convening in the holosuite, to do this test...

Bad guys, use @

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Marti's KM>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Marti's KM>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Furnael says:
::on bridge at tactical::

XO_Greeves says:
::enters Holosuite ::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
::in holosuite, nodding as Jean enters::

ACEO_Urk says:
::At holobridge Engineering console, muttering to himself::

CSOHazzem says:
::at science 1::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::reporting to Holosuite 1 hoping that Commander Jean does well today::

XO_Greeves says:
::Offers hand to Martin :: Good Luck

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
::looks over notes on PADD::

CTO_Furnael says:
::checks over his holo console::

FCO_Ref says:
::enters holosuite::

CO_Jean says:
XO : thank you sir ;)

Cns_Moore says:
::takes a seat on "bridge"::

CO_Jean says:
:: AT CONN ::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::stands to one side awaiting the Admiral's direction::

TO_Esjam says:
::Reviews deployment of security personnel:: CTO: Security teams in place. Permission to leave the bridge and personally double check deployments

MO_Suder says:
::rushing to Sickbay::

XO_Greeves says:
::takes Place::

ACEO_Urk says:
Self: Urk, do this, Urk do that.  And he takes more leave while I do this silly test.

CTO_Furnael says:
*TO* Granted Lt.

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
::looks at Jean::  Jean:  Let me know when you're ready.

CMO_Viper says:
::gets up from desk in SB wondering where Ens. Suder is?::

ASO_Lou says:
::makes his way to rendezvous in HD1::

MO_Suder says:
*TO*: sir, could you please report to sickbay?

FCO_Ref says:
::wants to perform excellently::

MO_Suder says:
::still rushing::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::sees the holosuite set up as a bridge .... sidles over to the OPS console and hopes not to mess up::

CO_Jean says:
ADM : Compute, please begin random simulation

CSOHazzem says:
::Initiates auto science program and rushes to holodeck1::

ACEO_Urk says:
::reconfigures the holo console::

TO_Esjam says:
*CTO* Thank you sir ::Heads for TL:: *MO* On my way

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
::takes place behind the glass wall::

FCO_Ref says:
::sits at FCO console::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
::sees a few stragglers still making their way in::

XO_Greeves says:
CO/Adm: I think we still are missing some

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::takes OPS and checks the configuration .... conscious of just how much this matters to the Command Staff::

CSOHazzem says:
::enters Holodeck and heads to science::

CTO_Furnael says:
::looks over the holobridge::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
::makes a few notes, recording the names of latecomers::

XO_Greeves says:
::nods::

ACEO_Urk says:
XO: Engineering ready.

MO_Suder says:
*TO*: hang on, are we supposed to be in the holodeck now?

XO_Greeves says:
*All Departments * Report status and readiness

TO_Esjam says:
::Enters TL:: TL: Sickbay

XO_Greeves says:
EO: Thank you

TO_Esjam says:
*MO* Yes the holo sickbay I assumed

FCO_Ref says:
XO: ready and awaiting orders, Sir!

XO_Greeves says:
FCO: Thank you

CSOHazzem says:
XO: everything working fine, sir

ASO_Lou says:
::walking in HD1:: CSO: Reporting as ordered Sir.

XO_Greeves says:
CSO: Thank You

CO_Jean says:
XO : Status report

MO_Suder says:
*TO*: that’s the one.  self: scatterbrain!

CSOHazzem says:
ASO: good ensign, take over science 2

MO_Suder says:
::rushes in direction of holodeck::

XO_Greeves says:
CO: Still awaiting Tactical and Med and OPS reports , otherwise ready

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::double checking that the holo Ops console works the way it should::

CMO_Viper says:
*XO*:  Medical staff will be right down.  Just getting together last bit of supplies.

TO_Esjam says:
::Exits TL. Checks in with security teams on this deck::

CTO_Furnael says:
XO: tactical has been ready sir

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
::checks chronometer::  Jean:  We need to get this show on the road...  ::looks really impatient::

XO_Greeves says:
CO: Tactical reports ready

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
XO: Ops ready Sir

MO_Suder says:
::enters and makes her way to sickbay::

XO_Greeves says:
CO: Operations ready

CMO_Viper says:
::moves a few more things across his desk and walks out the Sick Bay doors and into TL::  TL: Holodeck 1!

ACEO_Urk says:
::Mutters to self, like I didn't have enough to do::

CO_Jean says:
XO : Is all systems nominal ?

ASO_Lou says:
CSO: Acknowledged. ::moves to SCI2...still wondering what this is all about...but concentrates on making it as a reality::

TO_Esjam says:
::Enters sickbay. Sees the MO isn't there so takes a seat::

MO_Suder says:
::enters sickbay, just in time, composes herself::

XO_Greeves says:
CO; Still awaiting the report from Sickbay , otherwise ready

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::waiting for chaos to erupt and very nervous::

XO_Greeves says:
*Sickbay* Report status

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
ACTION:  All main personnel of Seleya are currently in the holosuite, ready to begin the KM

TO_Esjam says:
::Stands:: MO: Reporting as requested

CSOHazzem says:
::sighs::

CO_Jean says:
FCO : Mr. Ref... ahead warp factor 5... engage

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
::looks at Jean::  Mr. Jean:  Here is the Scenario.

CMO_Viper says:
::walks into Holodeck::

MO_Suder says:
:;looks around sickbay, sees everything in place:: *XO*: all well sir

MO_Suder says:
TO: about time too! ::smiles::

FCO_Ref says:
::Engages request:: CO: Aye sir, engaging...ETA to the Bolnan system, 3 hrs.

Cns_Moore says:
::listens attentively::

XO_Greeves says:
::turns to CO and gives a thumbs up to indicate readiness so not to interrupt the Admiral ::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
Jean:  You and your crew are to secure Federation control of Caleon IV, an uninhabited Class M planet on the Romulan/Federation Neutral Zone.

TO_Esjam says:
::Returns the smile:: MO: But you had to make it the holodeck didn't you?

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
Jean:  The ownership of the planet is hotly contested, and it is in the "grey" area of the Zone.

ACEO_Urk says:
Self: Wonderful, Romulans.

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::listening attentively ..... Romulan border .... shudders::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
Jean:  You may expect Romulan presence in the vicinity.  Any questions?

MO_Suder says:
TO: it’s good exercise Lt. Now, if you please  ::motions to biobed 3::

XO_Greeves says:
:Opens Padd and makes note::

TO_Esjam says:
::Does as he's told::

MO_Suder says:
::likes when people do what they're told::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::wonders how soon she gets killed this time .... the last KM scenario she attended she died in the first minute::

CSOHazzem says:
ASO <whispers>: Romulans, great, we need to calibrate the sensors to emit tachyon bursts to detect their cloaking device

CO_Jean says:
ADM : Admiral, are we authorised to use lethal force to insure the federation presence ?

ASO_Lou says:
CSO: ::skin crawling at the word Romulans:: Performing routine LRS Sir. 

MO_Suder says:
TO: OK, lets have a look at this shoulder of yours

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
Jean:  Your orders are to secure the planet by whatever means necessary.

CO_Jean says:
ADM : Aye aye Admiral

TO_Esjam says:
MO: We need to be quick. I think we are expecting boarders

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
Jean:  Other questions?

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::sharpening up the comms board ..... getting things to even more peak perfection::

Cns_Moore says:
::remembers floating off into space at the last KM::

CTO_Furnael says:
::punches some buttons on the console::

MO_Suder says:
TO: oh? who?

XO_Greeves says:
::Leans to CO :: What assistance will we have or what colonists we deploy to establish said colony ?

CO_Jean says:
FCO : Ens. Ref, please set a course to Caleon IV

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
::assumes not, and steps behind wall::  Computer:  Begin simulation.

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::the console lights flash .... things seem very real here::

FCO_Ref says:
::checks console is at peak condition, and checks new evasive patterns are still there::

TO_Esjam says:
MO: I have no idea they don't tell me. Something to do with this exercise. Security is deployed anyway

CTO_Furnael says:
::checks the charges on the phasers and the photon tubes::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::checking power distribution throughout the 'holoship'::

CO_Jean says:
XO : Commander, the best way to insure the presence is to secure the sector before deploying colonists on the surface

FCO_Ref says:
CO: course plotted, ready to engage on your order, sir

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
ACTION:  The simulation starts, and the Seleya is ten minutes ETA from Caleon

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::checking subspace for comms::

CO_Jean says:
FCO : Engage 

Bre`ele says:
@::sitting in his Captain's chair watching his FCO silently stalk a Romulan Freighter pretending it's a Federation Starship::

XO_Greeves says:
FCO: ETA to the Planet ?

CTO_Furnael says:
::begins sensor sweep of the system::

MO_Suder says:
::begins TO's scans:: TO: well they'll just have to wait, can't rush a master!

CSOHazzem says:
ASO: how's it going with calibrations

CO_Jean says:
OPS : Status report

FCO_Ref says:
CO: Aye sir...ETA 10 minutes.

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: Nothing unusual so far Sir

ACEO_Urk says:
::Mind is running through the maintenance requirements of the "real" Seleya.::

XO_Greeves says:
CSO: Begin sweeping for neutrino emissions consistent with Cloaked vessels

CO_Jean says:
CNS : can you brief me on the current diplomatic status with the Romulans ?

Semalak says:
@::sitting at his chair, watching Bre'ele's ship stalking him, and trying not to blow him to pieces::

CSOHazzem says:
XO: yes sir

TO_Esjam says:
::Smiles:: *CTO* Security in place. We should be able to hold any boarders off

ASO_Lou says:
CSO: ::almost forgetting those:: Almost done Sir.

CTO_Furnael says:
*TO* Copy Lt.

CO_Jean says:
OPS : Please inform Starfleet command of our ETA and mission objective

Tr`Lekam says:
@ ::lounging in his own chair on his own cruiser...annoyed at the flaunting nature of his two colleagues::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: Aye Sir ::does just that ..... trying to ensure she does it effectively::

MO_Suder says:
TO: you should have come in sooner, this must be killing you

XO_Greeves says:
CTO: Anything on your systems scans ?

ACEO_Urk says:
::Hears the TO's comment and snorts::

MO_Suder says:
::continues scans::

CTO_Furnael says:
XO: not yet sir

Cns_Moore says:
CO: There is a border established as well as a neutral zone which the Romulans both enforce very strictly Our relations can be said to be civil at best  nothing more sir

TO_Esjam says:
MO: Well, actually yes it does

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: I have an acknowledgement from Starfleet .... message says Good Luck Sir

CO_Jean says:
CSO : any information on Caleon IV ?

XO_Greeves says:
CTO: Very well status of Shields and weapons ?

ASO_Lou says:
::finishes the task of calibrating sensors but notices a glitch:: CSO: We have some kind of an imbalance.

FCO_Ref says:
::at attention, flicking through navigational details of Caleon. Notes a large and a small moon around the planet...could come in handy::

CSOHazzem says:
CO: checking sir

CO_Jean says:
OPS : Acknowledged lieutenant

TO_Esjam says:
MO: Punching Evans do not help it one bit

MO_Suder says:
::nods::  TO: I bet

CTO_Furnael says:
XO: Shields are up and weapons are charged and ready

CO_Jean says:
*CEO* : Status report 

CSOHazzem says:
ASO: explain ensign

Tr`Lekam says:
@ ::picks up a Federation ship...knew the imperialist Starfleet would intervene. Cloaks the ship and lays in an intercept course::

MO_Suder says:
TO: still between you and me, I think he deserved it

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
ACTION:  Seleya arrives at destination

TO_Esjam says:
MO: Oh yeah

XO_Greeves says:
FCO: Establish a Geosynchronous orbit

Bre`ele says:
@::orders his FCO to break off and turn towards Caleon IV for the latest in their patrols of the area::

MO_Suder says:
::begins rheumatic regeneration process::

CTO_Furnael says:
XO: Sir I thought I had picked up something and then it vanished

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::very edgy ..... rechecking for subspace comms ....::

Semalak says:
@::notices Tr'Lekam's ship cloaking and cloaks his::

FCO_Ref says:
CO:I wish to inform you that there is a large and small moon orbiting Caleon.  Establishing orbit...

CO_Jean says:
CTO : tactical analysis of the region 

MO_Suder says:
TO: yea.

ASO_Lou says:
CSO: Could you verifying my reading from your console? Might be a simple reading glitch.

Bre`ele says:
@::has his science officer check in with the two cruisers shadowing his warbird::

XO_Greeves says:
CTO: Very well, try to trace and crossfeed the data to the CSO

CO_Jean says:
FCO : Noted ensign

CMO_Viper says:
::paces back and forth in holographic Sick Bay waiting for something to happen::

ASO_Lou says:
::kicks his console::

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: The planet is class M and uninhabited, nothing else of importance

CSOHazzem says:
CO: Caleon IV is uninhabited, Class M

FCO_Ref says:
CO: the moons could come in handy if we were to come under attack..one of my new evasive patterns sir.

TO_Esjam says:
MO: You're right you are a master that feels much better

CTO_Furnael says:
XO: Aye sir

Semalak says:
@::checks in with Bre'ele::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::picks up a comm between ..... who and who:: CO: Sir ... there is someone around here .... but I cannot say who .... I have subspace comms traffic ... maybe cloaked?

XO_Greeves says:
CO: Possible bogey on TAC

CO_Jean says:
CO : Vegetation type, tropical temperature, presence of water ?

MO_Suder says:
Computer: initiate rheumatic regeneration sequence, a 5 second burst

CSOHazzem says:
ASO: all right ::checks console::

Bre`ele says:
@::wonders why his two wingmen have cloaked and orders an intensive scan of the area ... wonders which one of them he will have to flog for not reporting in::

Tr`Lekam says:
@ ::will not check in...intends on using stealth of radio silence::

MO_Suder says:
TO: its all in the touch  ::smiles sweetly::

Bre`ele says:
@::orders his ship cloaked::

Semalak says:
@Tr'Lekam:  Commander, I take it you have noticed the Federation's presence, too.....

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::tries to get the comm cleaned up::

CTO_Furnael says:
::begins scanning for plasma emissions around the planet::

CO_Jean says:
CTO : distance ?

TO_Esjam says:
MO: It will be nice to be fully fit to get killed in this simulation

MO_Suder says:
TO: how’s that now? try lifting your arm up as far as you can

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: Sir ... we are not alone here ....

ASO_Lou says:
CSO: I'm getting life readings....this is strange..not possible!!!

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: Distance to what sir?

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: I picked up a comm but cannot detect a ship .....

CO_Jean says:
OPS : Can you be more specific ?

CSOHazzem says:
ASO: what is it?

XO_Greeves says:
CTO: To your last possible contact

TO_Esjam says:
::Lifts his arm:: MO: It feels great

CTO_Furnael says:
XO: It looked to be in orbit for a second and then it vanished

CO_Jean says:
OPS : Inform Starfleet command of the presence of bogey in the region on a secured channel

XO_Greeves says:
CO: I Suggest Yellow

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: Maybe we could put out a tachyon burst .... I think there may be a cloaked ship around ... or maybe more than one?

CSOHazzem says:
CO: sir, we're detecting life sign on the planet

MO_Suder says:
TO: good, so are  you ready to be slaughtered on holodeck 2 after all this?  ::grins::

XO_Greeves says:
CSO: Race or origin ?

Bre`ele says:
@::frowns as his CSO reports the presence of a Galaxy Class Federation Vessel near Caleon IV::

CO_Jean says:
ALL : Yellow Alert 

CMO_Viper says:
::sits on Bio-Bed in empty Holo-Sick Bay::

CSOHazzem says:
XO: verifying

CTO_Furnael says:
::initiates yellow alert::

ASO_Lou says:
CSO: Life form reading sitting somewhere in space but I don't know...unsure and very puzzled!!

ACEO_Urk says:
::Notes systems respond to yellow alert::

TO_Esjam says:
MO: You just can't resist the challenge can you? ::Hears the yellow alert:: MO: I gotta go

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::puts the small comm she received through a diagnostic .... puzzled::

Bre`ele says:
@::waits till his cruisers are in place before he makes his presence known::

CO_Jean says:
CEO : Please prepare for the combat configuration

XO_Greeves says:
OPS: Take unneeded Equipment off-line

MO_Suder says:
TO: nope!  ::hears alert::   TO: see you again.

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: There is definitely something out there in orbit sir

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
XO: Aye Sir ::does that::

Tr`Lekam says:
@ COM: Bre`ele: As I figured, they are here to stake a claim into the neutral zone territory!

CO_Jean says:
CSO : is there a Romulan presence on the surface ?

XO_Greeves says:
CSO: Any Neutrino emissions ?

TO_Esjam says:
::Leaves sickbay, heads for rapid response unit in transporter room3::

CO_Jean says:
FCO : status report

ACEO_Urk says:
CO: Aye sir, :: confirms combat readiness::

Semalak says:
@::orders his FCO to come into formation with the warbird::

CSOHazzem says:
CO: no sir, signs disappeared, it was a computer glitch

Bre`ele says:
@COM: Tr'Lekam/Semalak: Yes ... prepare to engage but remain cloaked. I will show the Federations the error of their ways .....

CSOHazzem says:
XO: non for now

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::nods at the CTO:: CTO: The comm I caught could have been Romulan ... but it was too short to be sure

FCO_Ref says:
::stands by for anything:: CO: Everything is Ok here sir, ready for anything.

ACEO_Urk says:
CO/XO: All is ready.

ASO_Lou says:
::kicks his console again.....glitch might be ...not a glitch::

FCO_Ref says:
CO: we have established  orbit.

Semalak says:
@::Bre'ele:  Understood, Commander

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::enhances her subspace comms scan::

CSOHazzem says:
::punches some buttons:: ASO: there, no more glitches

CTO_Furnael says:
::scans for neutrino emissions::

XO_Greeves says:
FCO:: Very well, but be prepared for evasives, if we need them

CO_Jean says:
CNS : any suggestion concerning the course of action ?

MO_Suder says:
CMO: sir, um....are we supposed to be doing anything in particular at the moment  ::is feeling a bit nervous::

FCO_Ref says:
XO:I have a few up my sleeve, don't you worry!

Tr`Lekam says:
@ ::sits back in his chair contemptuously. Bre`ele always was one to be such a self-appointed leader::

CO_Jean says:
CTO : Tactical report

Cns_Moore says:
CO: How does one claim a planet sir?

TO_Esjam says:
::Arrives in transporter room 3. Double checks the teams weapons and that the transporter chief is ready to move them anywhere on the ship::

Bre`ele says:
@COM: Seleya: I can see you ... but can you see me ... This is Commander Bre'ele of the Romulan Empire. You have violated Romulan Space and entered the Neutral Zone. Break orbit, eject your primary phaser coil, and return to Federation space .... .or face my wrath.

ASO_Lou says:
CSO: I agree...but I caught a few lifeforms for a second on the planet scan.

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: I'm positive there is at least one ship in orbit sir, cloaked

XO_Greeves says:
Cns: Simple put colonists on it

CMO_Viper says:
::walks over to Ens. Suder::  MO:  No.  We're just supposed to be ready for any emergencies.

ACEO_Urk says:
::Notes all backup systems on standby::

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: Red alert sir?

CSOHazzem says:
ASO: race?

CO_Jean says:
CNS : that is the real question...

Semalak says:
@::hears the message and smiles, Bre'ele was always such a dramatist::

MO_Suder says:
::nods slowly::  CMO: OK.....

CO_Jean says:
CTO : Are we controlling the area ?

CMO_Viper says:
MO: You look nervous?  Didn't you do this simulation at the Academy?

ASO_Lou says:
CSO: Romulan I think.

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: Currently sir but the Romulans have contested that

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::not picking up anything unusual ... but still searching::

Bre`ele says:
@::frowns at the contemptuous lack of response as the Seleya continues to close on the planet::

CSOHazzem says:
ASO: hmmmm, I have an idea

MO_Suder says:
CMO: yes. and you think this is nervous, you should have seen me then ::laughs a little::

Cns_Moore says:
XO: First we secure the area

CO_Jean says:
CTO : any sign of military activity

CMO_Viper says:
::also chuckles::

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: Sir shouldn’t we go to red alert after that blatant challenge?

Tr`Lekam says:
@ ::sends a data comm to Semalak:: COM: Semalak: If they land troops, fire at the surface.

Semalak says:
@::wonders if the Seleya's silence is due to error or stupidity::

MO_Suder says:
CMO; I didn't take too happily to being killed then either

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: Sir .... I have a comm .... Romulan .... On screen?

CO_Jean says:
XO : any suggestions ?

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: Um I  would say that comm we just got was military activity

ASO_Lou says:
::listens to the CSO's idea::

CO_Jean says:
OPS : on screen

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
:: Romulan on screen::

XO_Greeves says:
CO: We are on our side of the Neutral zone , Captain, offer to have it brought to arbitration

CSOHazzem says:
ASO: we can take a science shuttle closer to the planet to make sure no one's there

CMO_Viper says:
MO:  Don't worry.  We're in good hands.  But I do know what you mean.  We never know what's going on so we depend on the Bridge crew.

Bre`ele says:
@::stands from his Command Chair and stairs at the human:: COM: Seleya: You have not obeyed my edict .... why not!

FCO_Ref says:
::stands by::

Bre`ele says:
@COM: Tr'Lekam/Semalak: Flank them and open fire ... one volley only.

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::wonders how she managed to miss such an ugly Romulan::

Tr`Lekam says:
@ COM: Bre`ele: With pleasure.

MO_Suder says:
CMO: Deck 12 is nice and all, its just no knowing that gets me.....

Semalak says:
@::orders his ship to flank, and prepares to open fire::

Tr`Lekam says:
@ ::decloaks quickly, increasing to full impulse, lets it rip::

Bre`ele says:
@::orders his cloak dropped and decloaks directly in front of the Seleya and point blank range::

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: Incoming!!!!!!

CMO_Viper says:
MO: How true!

Semalak says:
@::decloaks and engages torpedo tubes::

ACEO_Urk says:
::Wonders how long it will take for them to be killed::

TO_Esjam says:
*XO* Sir, if we need to secure the planet I am in transporter room 3 with the response team. Why not beam us down to claim the planet?

CO_Jean says:
COM : Romulan : we are representatives of the United Federation of Planets

ASO_Lou says:
CSO: That would be an excellent confirmation...maybe something is disrupting our sensors.

XO_Greeves says:
CTO: Prepare to return fire

Bre`ele says:
@::sits back in his command chair waiting for the Human commander to make some amount of reaction::

CTO_Furnael says:
::Prepares to return fire::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
ACTION:  Three more Romulan vessels appear on sensors, as backup

MO_Suder says:
::fiddles with her tricorder, just for something to do::

CO_Jean says:
Comm : Romulan : our presence does not correspond to an act of hostility

Bre`ele says:
@COM: Seleya: What do you think, I am a FOOL!! Of course you are representatives of the Federation!!!

Tr`Lekam says:
@ ::done with the first pass, recloaks::

CTO_Furnael says:
XO: Sir I do believe we are in trouble

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::braces:: CO/XO: Now we have 4 Romulan birds out there ....

FCO_Ref says:
CO: evasive moves, sir?

ACEO_Urk says:
::Urk displays his normal, despondent mood::

XO_Greeves says:
CTO: Perhaps we can defuse it with reason

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO/XO: Sorry ... make that 6

CSOHazzem says:
ASO: exactly, because we keep reading life signs that comes and goes, getting closer to the planet would enhance our readings

CO_Jean says:
COM : Romulan : Please state the nature of your presence in orbit of this planet 

Semalak says:
@::holds position, waiting for the Seleya to make any move that can ensure he can open fire::

ASO_Lou says:
CSO: Picking up Romulan vessels!!! In quantity!!!

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: Return fire sir?

Bre`ele says:
@COM: Seleya: You have violated the treaty by coming here, and you say it is not an act of war .... YOUR VERY PRESENCE IS AN ACT OF WAR.  Gunner: Fire at will .....

CMO_Viper says:
::taps into realm Seleya's computers and finishes up some paper work::

CO_Jean says:
CTO : Any sign of hostility

FCO_Ref says:
CO:I suggest that when we detect a ship decloaking we fire, because shields will be lowered for a second

XO_Greeves says:
OPS: Send and encoded transmission to SFC

CO_Jean says:
ALL : red alert !!

Bre`ele says:
@::closes his comm. in disgust and orders his weapons to bear on Seleya::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
ACTION:  The three new Romulan vessels position themselves strategically, cutting off any Seleya escape

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: Are you serious sir?!?!

Semalak says:
@::gets report from TO that other ships are opening fire::  TO: Open fire

CTO_Furnael says:
::initiates red alert::

CO_Jean says:
OPS : this is an act of war please inform Starfleet Command 

ACEO_Urk says:
::Monitors the backups kicking in::

CMO_Viper says:
::hears red alert and perks up a bit::

CO_Jean says:
CTO : tactical analysis

Semalak says:
@::fires at will on the Seleya::

Tr`Lekam says:
@ ::grins...decloaks:: TO: Fire at will!!!

XO_Greeves says:
FCO: Evasives

CO_Jean says:
FCO : get us inside federation space

ASO_Lou says:
::sweat start dripping:: CSO: This looks bad.

MO_Suder says:
::::jumps::  CMO: here we go....

TO_Esjam says:
::Hears the Red Alert:: Self: Get ready

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: If you don’t order me to fire well be dead in 30 seconds

Bre`ele says:
@::orders his security teams to prepare boarding parties::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::waits for the world to fall in::

Cns_Moore says:
FCO: Can you drop out from under them?

CO_Jean says:
OPS : Status report, 

CO_Jean says:
CEO : damage analysis

FCO_Ref says:
::evasive patterns::

CSOHazzem says:
ASO: initiate metaphasic shields ensign

Bre`ele says:
@COM: Tr'Lekam/Semalak: Aim to disable ... I intend to take this hull back to Romulus to be displayed for the Praetor.  I am preparing boarding parties.

ACEO_Urk says:
::Shuttle on "hot" standby, alternate power generators get routed::

Tr`Lekam says:
@ ::breaks off, heads for the planet:: *TR3* Landing troops prepare to beam down!

CO_Jean says:
CTO : Prepare tricobalt torpedoes

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
ACTION:  Seleya's shields are down to 66%

FCO_Ref says:
Cns: I could, but I would need tactical control as well for a short while!!

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: minimal damage except to shields Sir

XO_Greeves says:
CO: He is locked on now

Bre`ele says:
@::moves off getting more range between them and the Seleya to use their torpedoes::

CO_Jean says:
CTO : fire at will... we are inside federation space

ASO_Lou says:
::rocking left to right and holding to console:: CSO: Metaphasic scan enabled.

Semalak says:
@::orders TO to alter target to follow Bre'ele's wishes, and continues to fire::

Cns_Moore says:
FCO: Ask the Captain

FCO_Ref says:
::more evasives::

MO_Suder says:
::wonders why SF insist on putting crews through this at all::

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: Firing sir

CO_Jean says:
OPS : Any federation ships on the sector

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
XO: Shipwide brace for impact warning Sir?

CTO_Furnael says:
::fires all weapons::

CMO_Viper says:
::holds on to his desk as Sick Bay rocks back and forth::

XO_Greeves says:
OPS : Sound Collision alert, should be enough

CO_Jean says:
OPS : increase power to the inertial dempeners

MO_Suder says:
::falls against a biobed, grabs on::

FCO_Ref says:
CO: let me do something! I could slip us out underneath, but I need tactical control for a short while?!

Semalak says:
@::continues to fire, and notices that the damage to the Seleya is increasing::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
XO: Aye ::sounds collision alert and tries to smile .... fails miserably::

CTO_Furnael says:
::Feels the ship shuddering::

Bre`ele says:
@::waits for the moment when her shields fail opening up with torpedoes at close range::

CO_Jean says:
FCO : retreat course inside federation space

ACEO_Urk says:
::rocks and grabs at console::

Tr`Lekam says:
@ COM: Bre`ele: I am landing troops!

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: I have Sir ... but we are losing power too fast

CO_Jean says:
OPS : any ships in the sector ?

CSOHazzem says:
::console in front of CSO explodes, CSO jumps and hits tactical console::

Bre`ele says:
@COM: Tr'Lekam: Continue .....

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: Sir our shields aren’t going to last much longer

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: Just those 6 Romulans Sir ...

FCO_Ref says:
CO: trying sir...

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
ACTION:  Continued volleys take out warp engines; heavy damage to Engineering area, casualties pouring in to Sickbay

XO_Greeves says:
CTO: Have security be aware of possible transports

Tr`Lekam says:
@ ::begins beaming down hundreds of troops::

Bre`ele says:
@::orders his gunners to make up for the loss of Tr'lekam's ship concentrating fire on the Seleya's aft shielding::

CTO_Furnael says:
::gets hit in the back by Hazzem and falls forward over tactical::

ASO_Lou says:
::the blast makes me fall 6 feet away::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: We cannot sustain this level of damage ... emergency forcefields sealing hull breaches

CO_Jean says:
OPS : please inform the liaison officer that we are now in a state of war with the Romulans

FCO_Ref says:
::still attempting retreat course::

CSOHazzem says:
::drops on floor unconscious::

ACEO_Urk says:
::Shifts power to reinforce shield power source::

XO_Greeves says:
*Eng.* We need the Engines and shields back up , NOW

CO_Jean says:
OPS : Inform Starfleet command on all channels that we are placing the sector on maximum alert

CTO_Furnael says:
::falls over CO's chair and hits the floor hard::

CO_Jean says:
XO : suggestions ?

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: Aye Sir ::tries to raise Starfleet ..... but having difficulty::

FCO_Ref says:
CO:I need the engines, or we are toast!

Semalak says:
@::continues to fire, and aims for engineering::

CO_Jean says:
CEO : maximum power to the shields

ACEO_Urk says:
::Turns to look at XO, wondering who he is talking to:: XO: On it sir.

XO_Greeves says:
CO: Until we get engines and Shields back online we are sitting ducks

CO_Jean says:
CTO : tactical analysis

ASO_Lou says:
::gets up not shaken but a little tired:: *SICKBAY*: Medical emergency on the bridge.

Bre`ele says:
@COM: Semalak: Prepare boarding parties .... her shields have nearly failed ....

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: I have sent off your message Sir ... no acknowledgement

ACEO_Urk says:
::Hands flying over console::

CO_Jean says:
CSO : damage report

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
ACTION:  Shields failing, down to 27%

CTO_Furnael says:
::raises his bloody face:: CO: WE should have fired soonerrrrtgh..................

Tr`Lekam says:
@ COM: Bre`ele: Troop landing complete. ::pulls about hard and heads straight for Seleya, all guns firing on the nacelles::

Semalak says:
@::Bre'ele:  Aye, sir.  ::prepares to head a boarding party::

CO_Jean says:
FCO : set a course for the nearest federation starbase warp factor 8

ASO_Lou says:
CO: The CSO is out cold.

XO_Greeves says:
CO: I suggest we be prepared for the Malthusian solution though

FCO_Ref says:
CO: if we program 3 torpedoes and fire one at each ship, we can block sensors, and then when engines are up, slip away, BUT sensors would only be blocked for 2-3 mins at most!!

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::console explodes in her face::  Aaaaieeeeee ::falls to the floor::

Bre`ele says:
@COM: Semalak: Concentrate fire on her aft shields, they are weakest..

FCO_Ref says:
CO:I need engines!!!

CMO_Viper says:
*Bridge*:  how are things up there?

CO_Jean says:
XO : suggestion noted but not appropriate to our situation we will regroup

Cns_Moore says:
::goes to treat Lerner::

Semalak says:
@::concentrates fire on aft shields::

MO_Suder says:
::Sees people starting to pile in injured::  Self: and so it begins  ::grabs tricoder::

CMO_Viper says:
::hands phaser to Ens. Suder::

CO_Jean says:
*CMO* : please prepare for massive casualties

TO_Esjam says:
::Beginning to sweat, waiting for the first boarders::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::face burned away .....::

Cns_Moore says:
::treats Lerner for burns::

FCO_Ref says:
*Eng.* I need more engine power!

ACEO_Urk says:
FCO: Impulse is still there.

Bre`ele says:
@COM: Seleya: Let slip the Dog's of War .... all weapons fire ...

XO_Greeves says:
FCO: Point us towards the Semalak

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::eyes fried::

CO_Jean says:
FCO : ETA ?

Semalak says:
@::closes in on the Seleya, continuing the attack::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
ACTION:  Damage severe to all decks, life support failing on most decks

MO_Suder says:
::takes phaser and fastens it to her side::

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Just in case.

CO_Jean says:
*CMO* : send a medical team to the bridge

CMO_Viper says:
*Bridge*:  How is the Bridge crew?

FCO_Ref says:
XO: aye sir but I only have thrusters! ::does it:::

ACEO_Urk says:
::Mutters, where do these people think I am?::

MO_Suder says:
CMO: I know  ::looks at CMO grimly::

CO_Jean says:
CSO : please slave OPS command codes to your console

CTO_Furnael says:
::laying in a heap in front of the captains chair::

FCO_Ref says:
XO: we are now facing the Semalek

Bre`ele says:
@COM: Seleya: Life is but a poor player that struts and frets his hour upon the stage, and then, IS NO MORE ......

ASO_Lou says:
::hurt a bit but still able to get readings from SCI2:: CO: It's not good...all decks report damages.

MO_Suder says:
::starts treating worst injured patient::

CMO_Viper says:
*Bridge*:  I'll be right up!

Tr`Lekam says:
@ COM: Backup ships: Hu`inth, Rob`eathm, and Yumike, begin landing additional troops! Secure the planet!

XO_Greeves says:
::runs to TAC station :

CMO_Viper says:
MO: You're in charge!

Semalak says:
@::closes in on the Seleya, and docks::

Cns_Moore says:
CO: Martin, Surrender

CO_Jean says:
COM : Romulans : you are now violating Federation space... this is an act of war

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::vital signs reducing ..... dies::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
ACTION:  The last of the shields fail....

MO_Suder says:
CMO: yes sir!

CMO_Viper says:
::exits Sick Bay and walks into TL::  TL: Bridge!

FCO_Ref says:
::is detecting a power surge in  console:: self: come on!!!!

Semalak says:
@::orders all to prepare to board::

Bre`ele says:
@COM: Semalak: Land your boarding parties ... I want prisoners .... they can mine dilithium on Foray 3 .....

XO_Greeves says:
CO: Recommend autodestruct

Cns_Moore says:
::runs for escape pod::

CO_Jean says:
CTO : Shields status ?

ACEO_Urk says:
*<Eng. CPO>* Reinforce the SIF!

CMO_Viper says:
::walks onto Bridge with med-kit in hand::

Semalak says:
@::Bre'ele:  I am boarding now, Commander

CO_Jean says:
XO : not yet...

ACEO_Urk says:
CO: Shields gone!

CMO_Viper says:
Bridge:  Who's hurt?

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: the CTO is lying in a bloody heap in front of you

CO_Jean says:
FCO : Full Stop

MO_Suder says:
Dr. Grey: start over with that lot Dr. ::point s at a group of people on the other side of Sickbay::

Semalak says:
::enters the ship, with Security teams firing at anyone in their path, killing them instantly::

FCO_Ref says:
::console glows and Ref is sent flying backwards, but not into unconsciousness. Leg is bleeding::

CMO_Viper says:
::walks over to CTO::

MO_Suder says:
<Grey>: yes ma'am

CO_Jean says:
CSO : please hail the Romulans

TO_Esjam says:
::Beams to Romulan point of point of entry. Starts firing at the intruding Romulans::

Bre`ele says:
@::breaks off his attack swooping by the Seleya at close quarters before coming about for another pass::

ASO_Lou says:
CMO: ::points to the CSO on the floor:: The CSO...console exploded..he's unconscious...vitals seems low..

FCO_Ref says:
::gets back us and crawls to FCO console and carries out order:: XO: done sir.

XO_Greeves says:
CO: We are being boarded

Cns_Moore says:
*CO* Autodestruct sir

FCO_Ref says:
Self: ouch!...keep going, don't give up!

ACEO_Urk says:
<ENG CPO>*ACEO* SIF is reinforced. Shield pallet is gone.

CO_Jean says:
XO : Autodestruct sequence

Semalak says:
@::sees a security officer beam in and fires at  him::

CO_Jean says:
XO : Your command code

CMO_Viper says:
::opens tricorder and begins scans::  CNS: Take this tricorder and get me some readings.

MO_Suder says:
::continues treating her patient::

Bre`ele says:
@::orders his crew to fire on any escape pods as they are jettisoned::

TO_Esjam says:
::His phaser almost drained Esjam charges the Romulans waiving his rifle like a club::

CO_Jean says:
FCO : Secure the bridge

Cns_Moore says:
*Shipwide* Remaining crew to escape pods

Semalak says:
::continues to make progress through the corridor with his troops::

FCO_Ref says:
::leg is bleeding. blood is viscous and blue, and is in pain, but KEEPS GOING!::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
ACTION:  the continued attacks take out the last of Seleya's defences, leaving her hanging helplessly in space

XO_Greeves says:
Computer : Autodestruct Sequence , Authorization Malthus Tango One Alpha Zulu

CMO_Viper says:
::runs over to CSO and administers hypo-spray::

Tr`Lekam says:
@ ::flies underneath... starts firing at where he thinks the Galaxy Class secondary computer is... just for good measure::

Semalak says:
@::shoots Esjam::

FCO_Ref says:
CO: aye! ::secures bridge:: DONE!

TO_Esjam says:
::Sees Semalak, obviously in charge and rushes him::

Cns_Moore says:
*Shipwide* Remaining crew to escape pods

CO_Jean says:
ALL : Evacuate the ship

Semalak says:
::dodges Esjam's attack::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
ACTION:  Semalak's not a very good shot, and only badly injures...

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::being dead, does not bother to go to escape pod::

MO_Suder says:
DR> OK, you heard him, lets get these people to the escape pods, quickly!

ACEO_Urk says:
CO: Suggest impulse power to put ship in the midst of them.

Semalak says:
::fires at Esjam again::

XO_Greeves  (Auto Destruct.wav)

TO_Esjam says:
::Falls to the floor but pulls Semelak down with him::

CMO_Viper says:
ALL:  Help me with these people.  ::points to all injured on Bridge::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
<Seleya Computer>  Auto destruction sequence armed

Bre`ele says:
@::COM: Seleya: Cry Havoc!! .... you will all be mining dilithium by the end of the day ....

FCO_Ref says:
CO: Sir, I need to stay to make sure pods get going properly!

Semalak says:
::falls to the floor, and clubs Esjam unconscious::

CO_Jean says:
Computer : Commander Martin Jean Autodestruct authorisation zero--- zero--- omega--- zero countdown of 15 seconds

FCO_Ref says:
CO: Sir, I volunteer to stay!

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
<Computer>  15

MO_Suder says:
::begins to help two patients to the pods::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
<Computer> 14

XO_Greeves says:
CO: Let us Evacuate

CO_Jean says:
XO : It's been a pleasure to serve with you

Bre`ele says:
@::registers a power up:: COM: Semalak: They may be powering their autodestruct sequence ... terminate that sequence ....

Semalak says:
::gets up and orders his troops to run to the bridge with him::

TO_Esjam says:
Semelak: We're going down together ::and with his last breath slips a dagger from his boot and into Semelaks leg::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
<Computer> 13

CO_Jean says:
XO : the captain's yacht

Cns_Moore says:
@::escape pod 1 full and away::

Tr`Lekam says:
@ COM: All ships: Chaos, ruin, destruction, and decay... The worst is death, and death will have its day!

ASO_Lou says:
::hears  the count down and runs like a bunny::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::her anima watches the chaos from a distant dimension::

Semalak says:
::screams in pain, and orders his troops to withdraw::

CMO_Viper says:
All:  Picks up CTO and carries him to Pod::

FCO_Ref says:
::stays at FCO console and keeps scanning to make sure pods all go safely::

CO_Jean says:
Computer site to site transport to the captain yacht

ACEO_Urk says:
::Sneers at FCO's bravado::

XO_Greeves says:
*All* Abandon ship

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
::time passes::

MO_Suder says:
::places patients in escape pod 2::

Bre`ele says:
@::sees the first escape pods launch and orders his gunner to destroy it::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
<Computer> 5

ACEO_Urk says:
::Moves to evacuation pod::

Semalak says:
::orders his troops to be beamed on to his ship::

CO_Jean says:
:: Materialised ::

MO_Suder says:
::sees DR. Grey behind her::

FCO_Ref says:
::leg is really hurting, knows  time is going, but KEEPS GOING!!::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
<Computer> 4

Semalak says:
::disappears from sight of the Seleya::

Cns_Moore says:
@::shields:

MO_Suder says:
::rushes back to sickbay ::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
ACTION:  Escape pods are destroyed as they leave

FCO_Ref says:
::sees pods 1-5 go safely-good::

Bre`ele says:
@::howls and chuckles as the sparks fly in space around him::

ASO_Lou says:
::barely makes in launches::

TO_Esjam says:
::Head muzzy he sees the Romulans beam away. Smiles and spits out a tooth::

Tr`Lekam says:
@ ::pulls back from Seleya... weary of the power up::

Semalak says:
@::orders his ship to move away from the Seleya as fast as possible::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
<Computer> 2

FCO_Ref says:
Self: NO!!!

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
<Computer> 1

CO_Jean says:
:: Undocking - using the captain yacht to defend the pods ::

FCO_Ref says:
::keeps going!::

MO_Suder says:
self: damn!

XO_Greeves says:
CO: I suggest a tractor beam

Semalak says:
@::manages to get clear::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
ACTION:  The Seleya is destroyed in a blaze of fire, sparks, exploding brilliantly

MO_Suder says:
::beginning to really feel the pressure::

FCO_Ref says:
::pods 6-10 go, but not safely::

XO_Greeves  (EXPLODE.wav)

CO_Jean says:
:: tractor beam activated to catch as many of them ::

ACEO_Urk says:
::Halts at pod entrance wondering if this is a good idea::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::ghost looks down at a fiery death for a ship she loved::

CO_Jean says:
:: Using the confusion to get them out of danger

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
ACTION:  All still aboard are dead <g>

ACEO_Urk says:
::Sees sparks and simulated fire::

Bre`ele says:
@::orders his crew to tractor the Captain's yacht and casually picks off the escape pods the Captain’s yacht has in tow::

ACEO_Urk says:
::Drops to floor::

CO_Jean says:
XO : are you ready to die ?

ASO_Lou says:
*anyone*: Can someone come and pick me up?

XO_Greeves says:
CO: You gave it your best

CO_Jean says:
:: Grab a phaser ::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
ACTION:  Simulation ends, and the lights come up in the holodeck

Semalak says:
@::Bre'ele - Commander, the Seleya has been destroyed - the planet is ours....;:fades away::

CO_Jean says:
CO : let's die like Starfleet Officers

MO_Suder says:
::looks around in utter confusion::

CTO_Furnael says:
::stands up and wipes the "blood" off of his face::

Tr`Lekam says:
@ ::disappears in a flutter of smoke and holoimagery::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::puts hands to face ... feels that she has a face .... is relieved::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
::comes out into the room, PADD in hand, with the extras at her side

TO_Esjam says:
::Esjam picks up his tooth:: Self: Damn these simulations

MO_Suder says:
::sits on the holodeck floor::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
::looks at Jean::  Well, that was...... interesting

ACEO_Urk says:
::Peeks through "closed" eye, from floor::

CO_Jean says:
Computer : initiate self destruct sequence authorisation omega alpha 2

XO_Greeves says:
::nods to Admiral and staff ::

CSOHazzem says:
::still down::

ASO_Lou says:
::sees the spaces disappear transforming into HD1 walls::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
::looks at Jean and crew:: The simulation is over.

CO_Jean says:
Computer :: 15 minutes countdown

ACEO_Urk says:
::Sits up as hologram disappears::

XO_Greeves says:
::walks over to Hazzem and offers him a hand up ::

MO_Suder says:
::sighs:: self: never again

ACEO_Urk says:
::Stands, brushing off his uniform::

CMO_Viper says:
::stands up next to CTO and CSO::

CTO_Furnael says:
::Stands at attention in front of the brass::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::sits up, and takes a seat waiting for the Admiral to go for her::

CSOHazzem says:
::takes XO’s hand:: XO: thank you sir

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
::holds hand out to Jean::  Jean:  Let's be glad this was simply a simulation.

CO_Jean says:
:: Placing his uniform in a tip top shape ::

TO_Esjam says:
MO: You remember you fixed my shoulder, I now have this tooth problem ::Big gap toothed smile::

ASO_Lou says:
CSO: Welcome back to reality.

MO_Suder says:
::picks herself up::

CO_Jean says:
ADM : this was a no win situation Admiral

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
::nods at Seleya's crew::  Well, you weren't meant to win this one.  I'll be interested in seeing your reports, what you learned from it.

MO_Suder says:
::laughs at TO::  TO: so you do!

CSOHazzem says:
<smiles> SO: Thanks, you ok?

FCO_Ref says:
::quietly watches::

ACEO_Urk says:
::Waits, knowing the "tonnes" of work waiting on him::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::finds she is still shaking ..... death by burning is not fun::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
::looks at Jean::  You may dismiss your crew.  You'll be receiving my critique of your performance.

CO_Jean says:
ADM : Aye aye sir

ASO_Lou says:
CSO: Yes..but...let's make sure the consoles are maintained.

XO_Greeves says:
::ponders what he has seen here today ::

MO_Suder says:
::looks over at OPS::  Lerner: you OK there?

CO_Jean says:
ALL : You are dismissed, report back to normal duty

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: Aye sir ::heads for the bridge::

CMO_Viper says:
::walks out of Holodeck, down hall, and into TL::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
MO: I will be .... but that was a bit too real for me ....

ASO_Lou says:
CSO: I hate glitches...and my foot still hurts from kicking it.

CO_Jean says:
Computer : exit

Ens_Keshir_Suder is now known as MO_Keshir_Suder.

FCO_Ref says:
::quietly leaves holodeck and heads for bridge::

ACEO_Urk says:
::Nods to CO Jean and returns to Seleya's main Engineering::

CSOHazzem says:
<laughs> ASO: another lesson to learn

XO_Greeves says:
::Walks up to the Admiral:: Interesting scenario, Admiral

CO_Jean says:
CEO : nods back

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::stands up and walks slowly out of the holosuite .... angry with herself that she is still so shaken up::

FCO_Ref says:
::sits at FCO console and carries on with duty shift::

MO_Suder says:
Lerner: I know what you mean.  ::tries to look composed::

CMO_Viper says:
::just leans against wall in TL for a minute::  TL:  Sick Bay.

CTO_Furnael says:
::gets to the bridge and takes his station at tactical::

CO_Jean says:
ADM : Admiral permission to speak freely ?

ASO_Lou says:
CSO: I certainly agree!

MO_Suder says:
Lerner: just another day on the Seleya eh?

Cns_Moore says:
::returns to his quarters::

TO_Esjam says:
ALL: anyone seen my right upper incisor

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
MO:  I guess I need to make another appointment with you .... but I need a strong coffee first ::smiles::

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
Jean:  Please do.

CSOHazzem says:
::heads to TL with ASO:: TL: bridge

ACEO_Urk says:
::Enters ME and sighs::

ASO_Lou says:
::returns to duty station::

MO_Suder says:
::sees TO tooth, picks it up::  TO: looking for this?

ASO_Lou says:
::following the CSO::

OPS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::heads back to her quarters, glad that she was not in charge ....::

TO_Esjam says:
MO: Yeah, thanks

CO_Jean says:
ADM: Admiral permission to speak ?

MO_Suder says:
::cringes as Lerner says coffee::

FCO_Ref says:
*MO* I am on bridge. when my duty shift is over, I will report to SB for medical.

MO_Suder says:
TO: keep a hold of that I’ll need it to make a copy.

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Marti's KM>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Adm_Woodbee says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Marti's KM>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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